IMPORTANT
Returns or Problems:
If you have any problems, concerns, missing parts or questions with any GhostBlind Industries product, do not
return it to the store where you purchased it. Please call GhostBlind Industries directly at 877-751-4868, or email us
at info@ghostblind,com.

What To Expect:
1. In order to make your GhostBlind light weight and durable in all weather, it is made of corrugated plastic (polypropylene and
polystyrene).
2. The plastic reflective panels are not designed to look like your bathroom mirror. It is not necessary to have 100% reflectiveness
to fool game.
3. Your GhostBlind does not need to be invisible to the human eye to be effective with game. The idea is to have your blind look as
close as possible to the surrounding environment. Under the worse case scenario, it will always blend in better than any other
blind on the market.
4. Keep in mind that your GhostBlind will only reflect what is in front of the blind. If there are shadows in front of the blind, the
image in the reflective panels could look darker than the images around the blind. You will need to check your setup and make
adjustments accordingly to get the best results. Setups in open fields will usually look better on overcast days.
5. You will ding and scratch the reflective surface. This will not reduce the effectiveness of your blind with game. Game will only
see what is on the ground in front of the blind - if there is a scratch in the reflective surface, game will see a scratch in the grass,
leaves, snow or whatever is in front of the blind.
6.You will eventually get white scuff marks on the mirror surface. These white scuff marks are caused by the plastic panels
rubbing together during transport. This would be the same regardless if the mirrors are glass or plastic. You cannot remove these
marks by washing or buffing the mirrors.You can lessen these marks by laying a thin piece of fabric between the mirrors during
transport. We have had customers apply little rubber or felt bumpers to the mirrors around the edges so they do not rub together.
These bumpers are the same as the ones you might find on your kitchen cabinet doors that keep them quiet when the door shuts.
Also, keeping the blind free of grit and dirt while in transport will lessen the amount of marks. Again, game will never notice these
scuff marks.
7. When you move your blind from a cold environment to hot environment (or hot to cold) or the sun is shining on one side of the
blind, is possible that the panels will warp a little. This is because one side of the panel is colder than the other side. This will not
reduce the effectiveness as game will only see the image in front of the blind. The image may be distorted a little but game cannot
rationalize the fact that the image may look a little strange.
8. If your blind warps due to storage, simply lay it flat or hang it up on the wall for a short time and it will recover quickly.
9. Your GhostBlind will move some in the wind even if anchored down properly. Keep in mind that everything around the
blind is moving (fabric ground blinds also move when the wind is blowing). Extra tie down kits are available at
ghostblind.com if needed. If you are hunting in the woods, the easiest and most effective way to anchor your blind is to
simply prop a few tree branches up nt the top edge of the blind to weight it down. This is more effective than using the tie
down strings and stakes.
10. It is possible in some circumstances that fog could form on the mirrors. The reason the mirrors may fog up on some
days and not others has to do with the air temperature, blind temperature and humidity. It is just like walking into the house
in the winter and your eye glasses fog up. As soon as the glasses reach the room temperature, the fog goes away. When
the air temperature rises quickly, the humidity clings to anything that is colder. Applying Rain-X Anti Fog to the mirrors in
advance lessens or eliminates this occurrence. If dew is actually settling on the mirror surface, you need to tilt the panels
further forward.
11. We have had a few rare cases where the mirrors come loose from the back panels. This usually only happens when
someone leaves the blind set up for an extended period especially in extreme heat. The technical term the industry uses is
"vertical creep". This is where gravity over a period of time, slowly allows the mirrors to work loose. The mirrors can
gradually come loose but the adhesive stays sticky. Similar to adhesive used in a band-aid, you can slowly pull it loose but it
remains sticky. In the rare case where this happens, the easiest way to remedy this is to fold up the blind, lay it flat and
apply some weight for a couple hours or overnight.
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